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girls and women / Alice Munro
From Crews / Maria Hinojosa
From Glimpses of fifty years: the autobiography of an American
woman / Frances Willard
Tommy, the unsentimental / Willa Cather
Drummer / Bia Lowe
From sacred country / Rose Tremain
From The cavalry maiden / Nadezhda Durova
From Orlando / Virginia Woolf
From Stone. butch blues / Leslie Feinberg
Ruthy and Edie / Grace Paley
Al-Dawwâra / Barbara Nimri Aziz
Into the woods / Gail B. Griffin
The conceit of girls / Teresa Jordan
Tomboy / Anne LaBastille
Are you sure you want to remove Jo's girls from your list? Jo's girls. tomboy tales of high adventure, true grit, and real life. by Christian McEwen. Published June 30, 1997 by Beacon Press. Charlie is just a guy from Indiana trying to make it in Hollywood. To keep his dream alive, he'll have to rely the gifts of every Irish kid from the mid-west: a love of booze and the ability to tell outrageously wild tall-tales. Director: Murphy Gilson. Writer: Murphy Gilson. Stars: Johnny Sneed, Shannon Elizabeth, Heather Ankeny | See full cast & crew ».